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RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
Harry Liebersohn (Department of History, University of Illinois, Urbana) is working on
a book tentatively entitled "Noble savages and savage nobles: New World peoples and romantic
travellers," which focusses on French and German travellers in North America.
Sandra Rouse (Ph.D. candidate in social anthropology, Cambridge University) is writing
a dissertation on the anthropology of A. C. Haddon, and would be willing to check her database
for possible references to people who may have corresponded with Haddon (Fax: (403) 282-8606
[Canada]; Email: sir ll@phx.cam.ac.uk).
Sharon Stowers (Ph.D. candidate, University of Massachusetts at Amherst) is doing
research on Margaret Mead and her work with immigrants and the problem of nutrition.
Clifford Wilcox (Ph. D. candidate in history, University of Michigan) is engaged in a
study of "Robert Redfield and the anthropology of civilizations."
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